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Prediction of groundwater influx into mine openings is one of 
the more important pre-developnent problems encountered in mining. A 
satisfactory method of estimation would provide the infoi,nation neo­
essa.17 for a mining com� to dewater prior to shaft sinking, pre-grout 
the shaft area, or plan pumping schemes to handle the expected flow. 
A standardized field method of estimating groundwater suppl.1' 
f'rom pumping test data was developed by O. V. �eis and others. In 
the present research problem, the estimation procedure has been simpli­
fied by �e use of nomograms. Certain modif'icationa in the estimate 
must be made when a pumping well ia replaced by a large diameter open­
ing, such aa a vertical mine shaft. Due to large surface area a.vail­
s.ble for influx, a shaft diameter factor has been developed to account 
for the increased f'low. During shaft sinking, influx is less than cal­
culated by the Theis equations due to partial penetration of the water 
bearing strata; therefore, a correction factor for partial penetration 
is introduced. l'inally, it is necessary to pump water from the aha.ft 
bottom at a rate equal to or greater than the rate of influx, in order 
that shaf't sinking mq proceed without interruption. An estimate is 
made of the amount of dewatering caused by pumping. 
When pumping test data are anal.7ze4 and the results modified. by 
correction factors, an estimate of influx is obtained w.ich is close 
to that actually encountered during sinking. 
r· 
l 
S�� OF THE PBOBLJM 
hcesa influx of groundwater into mine shafts baa long oeen one of 
the more important problems encountered in the developnent of a mining 
propert7. Much work has been done on method.a of preTenting such influx 
a.nd on pumping schemes to control inflow i:f' preventive measures fail. 
The :tnndarnental aspects of the problem, on the other hand, seem to have 
been neglected. 
If an economic evaluation of a property is to be made, conside� 
a.tion must be given to til._e possibility of excess water. An estimate of 
the quantity of water to be encountered is of value 1n planning grout­
ing, pumping and other programs designed to control that in.fl.we. 
!he research described in this thesis is: l) an attempt to 
e valuate the state of knowledge of the mining iDduetr.r regarding esti­
mation of the quantity of groundwater to be m;pected in aha.ft sinking, 
2) to develop a rapid method of analyzing pumping test data in order 
to estimate inf'lux into a mine shaft. 
!he econonic importance ot auch a project can be ahown b7 uamin-
1� the following ql10tationa frm the column, 1!his Month 1n Mining.• 
which appears in each issue of Engineering and )lining Journal. 
J'rom the October, 1958 issue; 
Bare Metal.a Corporation of America has developed more than one 
million tons of ore at its San Mateo mine in Ambrosia Lake (liTev 
Mexico) ••••••• Ore averages 0.26% U30g and is being reached at 1100 
feet •. Shaft is down to 880, where water vaa encountered. Sinking 
will continue when water is brought under control. 
l3ased upon an AEC purcha.ae price of $3 .50 per lb. of u3os with a bonus 
of $ • 75 per lb., if the ore contains more than 4 lb. per short ton, 
{l, p .  132)• this o re body has a potential value of approximately $19 
million. :Because of the water problem, production did not begin until 
November, 1959. 
From the January, 196o issue: 
Potash Comr,any of America's new mine 15 miles east of Saskatoon 
( Sa.akatchewan} will be closed until March because of water seepage 
in the shaft.... !he com� will attempt to remeq the condition 
2 
by pumping cement into the formation behind the walls of the 3300 :f't. 
ahatt. 
From the February, 196o issue: 
International Minerals and Chemical.a Corporation is seeking the 
advice of additiona.:l consultants on procedures for lining the shaft 
wall a to block off formation water, at 1 ts Esterhaey ( Saskatchewan) 
potash developnent. Excavation of the shaft has been at a standstill 
since July, 1958, when the 1200 f't. level was reached. Wa.ter­
impregn.ated Blairmore formation sands caused repeated floodings at 
that leTel •••• 
The two properties mentioned above are located 150 miles apart in a 200 
mile wide basin in southern Saskatchewan and the water problem mentioned 
ia common to other firms operatine: in the area. . The reserves of this 
basin are estimated to be 17,500 million short tons of K�, representing 
about 23% of the worlds reserves. (6, p. 672) The suocessf'ul develop... 
ment of these vast reserves hinges upon the ability to overcome the water 
problem.. 
It shouJ.d be emphasized that the method of analysis proposed in 
this thesis will not directly prevent the occurrence of such proolems as 
are described above; rather it is a tool to be used in evaluating the 
problem before investing the capital necessary to begin development. 
*Numbers in parentheses indicate references in bibliography. 
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DnliODUCTIOli � FLOW �UATIO!TS 
In order to e:f'f'ectivel.7 approach the probl• of estimatin& influx 
into a mine shaft, a knowledge of the fnndamenta1s o-.£ fluid flow thro� 
a po rous medium ia necesa&.1'7. 
Henry Dal'ey', in 1s56, developed an empirical relationship to ex­
plain the :f'low of water throll&h sand f'iltera. (J.7, p. 44) His atat•ent 
that the f'low rate thro� porous me41a 1a directl.1' proportional to the 
heacl loea and inversel.7 proportional to the length ot flow is expressed 
mathematically: 
dl. ( See Appendix A for nomenclature.) 
The resulting equati on is a verification of the experiments of 
Kagan and Poiseuille who proposed a f'luid flow relation after st� 
tlov in capilla.17 tubes. (19, p. 3) Poiseuille ' a l.aw governs laminar 
or viscoua flow,  so it follows that Daro7•s law muat also app].y to 
laminar now. 
Mueh work ha.a been done to cletermine the range of validit7 of 
�y- 1 s law. !he dimenaionleae rati o  of inertial to Tiacous forces , 
lleynold 1 e number, has been used to establish the upper limit of 
laminar flov. (1z p. 67 ) !!!he upper limit he.a been f oWMl by several 
investigatora to be in the range of NB. • l to l.O. !beoreticall7, 
there i s  no lower limit. Laborato1'7 experiments have shown that 
Darcy ' s law ia val.id for gradients as low a.a 2 or 3 inch.ea per mile. 
(n, P• 447) It can be aaaume4 that Darc7 1 a law ia a valid equation 
5 
for fluid now within the limits of natural aquifers . 
A mathematical. analysis discloses that Darc7 1 s law is a solu-
tion of the Laplace equation 
& 2 ¢  t ;; 2 J f d 2 tP :  0 
d X2 � d z2 
when atea.41' sta.te now is considered . !hue Darey ' s law, Ohm' a law, 
and ll'ourier •s l.aw are mathematically identical., U2, p . llia) a fa.ct 
which is important in the derivation of an equation for non-eteaq or 
transient flow .  
In 1863 , Dupuit obtained a solution of Darcy 's  law for steady 
unidirectional flow . (l;f. p .  82) �e solution 
Q, : 2 7TX8b(he-hy) 
ln(rJrw> ·. 
represents radial flow thro� a homogeneous , iaotropic medium , when a 
stat e of equilibrium exists . Its value in the ana.l.7sis of water influx 
into a mine sha.1't is to establish a relationship between flow into a 
drill hole and corresponding tlow into a sha.1't . It can alao be used to 
determine the pump capacity necessary to maintain a constant water 
level during mining operations . 
In 1935 , !l!h.eis developed a formula �or determining the non-steaicy' 
or t ransient flow thro� a homogeneous,  i sotropic medium . 0,6 ,  p .  520) 
The formula was derived by recourse to the analogous relation between 
viscous fluid flow and the flow of heat by conduction. The resulting 
equation 
where u = r2s 
\Tt 
was also derived by Jacob in 19llo without recourse to the analogy . 
( 7 • pp. 575-Sl) The �eie equation is baaed on the assumptions that: 
1. the medium through which the fluid flows is infinite in a.­
rea.l extent , homogeneous, and isotropic ; 
2 .  the well into which the fluid discharges completely 
penetrates the medium: 
3 .  the chara.cterietica of the medium remain constant at all 
times; 
4. the initial pressure aurf'ace is horizontal ; 
5 . the confining media are imperYioua and horizontal.: 
6. fluid is removed :trcm storage instantaneously by a decline 
in pressure; 
7 .  the diameter of the discharge well is infinitesimal with 
respect to the drainage radius of the meclium. 
Some of these aaaumptiona are not Juat11'1ed b� field conditions. 
!he effect of deviations from assumed conditions on f'low rate will be 
discussed in a later chapter . 
Since 1n mine development. remoYal of water 1'rom the shaft in 
excess of infiow into the formation is desired., �e aquifer is not in 
equilibrium and the transient equation muat be used .  !his is tru.e of 
� unwataring process ldlether 1 t be throu.gt>. aha.ft development or 
pumping from boreholes. 
Variables in the JDquationa 
6 
At this point, the Tariablea vhich appear 1D ste&cb' a.ncl transient 
now equations ab.ould be examined. 
Permeability 
Permeabil.ity is a measure of the abilit7 of a porous mate rial to 
transmit a t'luid under pressure .  It i a  defined- by Mualca.t and others as 
the volume of a fluid of unit viscoaity pa.aaing through a unit croaa 
7 
section of a porous meclium in. unit time under the action of a unit pres­
aure gra41ent. a.2. p. 71) ho t1P•s of perme ability must be considered. 
!he first h a •  been called b7 Muskat, • absolute• permeabilit7 . It ia 
derived from Darcy' s  equation 
V = X.4. dh 
A dl. 
Dimensional anal7sia shove JC
.A. 
to have uni ts of area ( L2) • The :tunda­
mental unit i a  the darq 02, p .  76) 
( l d.arc7 • icm3 / sec · x lcp ) • 
1cm2<-1atm/cm) 
In f'lov studies where water is the onl.y f'luid present , the 
pressure gradient in Darcy ' s  l.av mq be repl.aced b7 the hydraulic gradi­
ent. The resulting expreaaion 
x :s Tr .. : v 
• -& -
. :;;;- dh/dx 
is the • etfective11 permeabllit7 of the :tlov qat• . Cle. p. 72) Dimen­
sional analysi s ahowa X8 to have units of velocit7 (L/'l) • !he � 
meatal unit i a  the meinzer or U .s .G.S. unit �. p. 9) 
( 1  meinzer = l gal at 6()0 r 
l 4aT x l i-t.2 x l t', . H
2
0/ft,. ) 
The two permeabili tiea are related b)" the f'ollovinc expreaai onsi 
l da.r07 a 18 .24 meinsera at 68° F. 
l dar07 = 20.50 meinzers at 6o0 'JI. 
where 1cm3 :: 0 .26417 x 10-3 gal . 
l atm : 1034.2 cm. water at 6o° F. 
l atm = 1035 .1 am. water at 68° l'. 
l ft . = 30 .� cm. 
l d.81' = 86, lK)Q aec .  
are used t o  make th e  conversion. 
Coefficients of effective permeability aa low aa 2 x 10-4 
meinzers and aa high as 9 x 104 meinzera have been recorded.. �able l 
shows the relation of absolute and effective permeability for a number 
of soil t1Pes . 
s 
�f'f'ective permeabilit1" decreases when the porous material is not 
completely saturated with water, but where undissolved ga.•e• occupy a 
portion Qf the pore apace. This is an occurrence not uncommon in rocks 
favorable to ore deposition . 
Hydraulic Gradient 
The hydrau1ic gradient, dh is defined a.a the change in water 
ell, 
pressure, or head, per unit length of :f'low iath . It represents the 
driving force responsible for now through a porous medium . The sur-
face on which the eydraulic gradient is measured is lmown as the piezo-
metric surface or water table depending upon the pressure character-
iatics of the aquifer. If the only driving pressure in the formation 
is the weight of the water, this surface is the water table and the 
aquifer ia said to be unconfined. If, however, an additional pressure 
component is present in the form of confining formations of an impervious 
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aquifer and is ref erred to as the piezometric surface . The aquifer is 
then said to be confined or artesian . Under natural conditions, the 
hydraulic gradient is verJ low, on . the order of ten feet per mile . The 
hy'draulic gradient in an isotropic, homogeneous medium should be constant 
prior to devel.opment by- a well . When a well is drilled and water is re­
moved :Crom the aquifer by pumping, the hydraulic gradient near the well 
is constantly changing . At a point distant from the well , the original 
hy'draulic gradient prevails. As the distance from the well decreases, 
the gradient , and likewise the slope of the pres sure surface , increases 
until at the well facing, the gradient is theoretically infinite . The 
piezometric surface resembles an inverted cone with its apex at the 
well . 
Coefficient o f  !ransmiaaibility 
The coefficient of transmissibili ty is defined as the product of 
the coefficient of 1 effective1 permeability and the saturated thickness 
of the porous medium. Cl.9, p .  11) Uni ts used are gallons per d.q per 
foot.• It is a measure of' the volume rate of' now through a strip of 
the medium one foot in width and equal in height to the saturated 
thiclmess of the medium . The II effective" permea.bili ty of the medium is 
a constan.t while the coefficient of transmissibility varies with the 
saturated thickness of the aquifer. This point is important in evalu­
ating the quantity of flow into a well or sha.f't when the unwateriD& 
process is in its final s tage. The coefficient of transmiss ibility is 
•under a unit �draulic gradient 
commonly determined from pumping test data and is taken as an average 
val.ue over the area under investigation. 
C oefficient of Storage 
ll 
!Pile coefficient of storage is the volUllle of water in cubic feet 
discharged :from a vertical column of a porous medium with a base one 
foot square as the water level drops one toot. 09· , p. 87) It is a 
dimensionless quantity and a measure of the capability of a formation 
t o  allow removal of water from storage . When a formation is unwatered, 
some of the water must be remOTed from storage by compression of the 
water bearing formation, since wa\er is generally considered to be in­
compressible . 
Drawdown 
!he drawdown in a discharging (pumping) veil is defined as the 
difference between the water level in the well before pumping and af'ter 
pumping has reached a constant rate . It is a measure of the decline in 
preaaure within the porous medium. In · aha.ft develoJ;Gent work, where 
pumps are installed at the bottom of the shaft t o  keep it dry, the 
clre.wdovn is equal to the depth of the shatt below the water table or 
plezometric surface . 
DraiAAfie Badiua 
�e drainage radius o f  an aquifer aurrowcUDg a dischargin& well 
or sha£t is that distance to  a point at which no water f1ows toward the 
vell. or ahaf't. It ia also termed bT some inveatiga.tora the ground­
water di Tide. �eoretically, the radius ia ill.fin! te but in practice a 
l2 
maximum value o f  750 to 1, 000 feet is genera11 y used. (l2, p .  95 ,  1 56)  
Well Diameter 
An important consideration in mine water problems is the effect 
on an estimate of influx from data obtained in drill holes of increasing 
the hole diameter to the dimensions of a mine shaf't. As will be sh own  
in a later chapter, when the influx is great , . the effect of increasing 
well diaJneter � be an  important consideration. 
Viscosity 
Viscosity of a f'luid is  defined as the ratio of shear stress to 
transverse velocity gradient . ( 5, p .  167) Dimensional analysis shows 
viscosity to have dimen.sions (!! ) Metric system unit is grams per 
LT . 
centimetel"-seconds or poise . Under field conditions , variations in 
viscosity are usually due to temperature variations . Since the coeffi­
cient of II eff ective11 pemeabili ty is defined at Goo F . ,  it mq be 
necessary to correct field measurements by determining the variation 
of viscosity with temperature. J'ig. 1 shows the relationship between 
tanperature and viscosity and the correction factor necessary to convert 
field val.ues of • effective• permeability to standard temperature . 

PREVIOUS WOBX ON WA� SUPPLY ESTIM.A.TES 
In order to evaluate the state of knowledge regarding quantita­
tive estimates of the fl.ow ot groundwater, the available literature 
was reviewed t o  determine what methods had been used and which, if 
any, were applicable to the problem under investigation. 
Methods of estimating groundwater s�plies � be divided into 
four categori e s :  
l)  hydrologic methods 
2) mathemat ical methods 
3). model studie s  
4) pumping test s 
Ot the four methods , e stimates baaed on hydrologic studies have been 
moat videl7 used. Strictly mathanatical methods have met littl e  
success. Model studie s give both quantitative and qualitative re­
suJ. t a . Pumping tests give good resul. ts for limited areas and are 
probably the best suit ed fo r mine water investigations . 
B:7drologic Methods 
The transmission and storage of groundwater constitutes a 
port ion of the hydrologic c7cle . Thia eycle i s  shown diagramaticall.7 
in l'ig . 2 .  That portion o f  wat er which enters watel'-bea.ring forma­
t ions i s  cal.led recharge . That port ion of water vhich emerges fran 
water-bearing fotmations ia discharge . Storage of groundwater within 
14 
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the earth mq be e�ressed: storage : recharge - discharge. Hydrologic 
methods of estimating groundwater supply involve the quantitative deter­
mination of recharge and discharge . 
ITatural recharge mq originate as  p recipitation or a.s flow from 
bodies of surface water . Artificial recharge � result from excess 
irrigation,  seepage from dams, or from water applied purposely to 
supplement existing groundwater au.ppliea . Natural di scharge Jll81' occur 
as flow into streams, l.akes or oceans . .A.rtificial discharge is aceomp1ished 
primaril.y by' pumping from wells. 
Recharge and discharge � be estimated in several ways . Perhaps 
the simp].eat and surel.y the least accurate is to measure stream fl ow. 
At varioua points along a stream , periodic meaaur•enta of the now 
vel.ocity are made. :81' mul.til)l1'1ng the average Telocity at a point by 
the crose-sectional area of the stream at that point ,  the quantity of 
flow is determined . Long tem difference in flow between points is tak@ 
as the storage over that area. Accurate measurements of stream flow can 
be aade; but water losses , auch as eTaporation,  cannot be evaluated nor 
are other sources ot recharge considered . Such estimates have value 
only by ab.owing the general condition of groUDd.water resel'"V'oirs. 
One of the earliest attempts to evaluate a .groundwater suppl7 by 
direct measurement was an inTestigation b7 Karlotte in 1686 . ( 10, p. 103) 
Re attempted to determine the groundwater supply of the Seine :Basin 
by mea suring the precipitation over the basin and. correl.ating thia with 
the river discharge. 
17 
This crude attempt suggested to others that by measuring rainfall 
and accounting for various losses, a fairly accurate estimate of ground­
t.�ter supply could be made . However ,  many of the losses which occur 
between the time water falls as rain or snow and the time it enters a 
groundwater reservoir are difficult to evaluate . The rate of evapor­
ation of s oil moisture and surface water still remains impossible to 
determine with � degree of accuracy. 
Much progress has been made in studies of water loss through 
transpiration of plants . AgricuJ.tural experts have determined trans­
piration rates for � species .  In certain arid regions it is 
possible to accurately determine the amount of water lost through this 
process. 
�ikewise progress hae been made in soil moisture determinations . 
It has been shown that each soil class has a definite moisture ca.pa.city, 
known as the field capacity . Until this amount of water i s  stored in 
the soil, none will percolate downward to the main groundwater body . 
Moisture content can be measured by electronic instruments .  
When the se factors can be ascertained, a rough e stimate of ground­
water sU})ply can be made . However ,  no est imate of qua.nti ty of flow can 
b e  made. 
l:Iathematical Methods 
Mathematical methods used in groundwater studie s  include such 
methods of nume rical analysis as ite ration and relaxat i on .  A short 
discuss ion of the possi bilities of the analog computer is  given as well 




When a flow problem is complex, even approximat e analyt ic  solu-
tions are difficult . In such instances , graphical , empirical , o r  numer-
ical procedures are used . In numerical analysis of steady state flow,  
partial differentials are replaced by their finite  difference equivalent s .  
T'ne problem then reduc es to one of s olving a large number  of simul ta.neous 
algebraic equations . It  should be  pointed out th.at the s olution thus 
obtained is  not generally valid , but i s  an explict solut ion for given 
conditions . 
Numerical methods of analysis involve either i terative processes 
or relaxati on techniques .  Of the iterative processes , the l inear rosette 
method is mos t commonly used . The four point influence formula, 
• 
i s  used . 
Fig. '3 shows a typical network. 
• ro 
Zu,-Zo , 
Fo .: L F = Fr f Fi /. l'u f Fd 
Initial values ot the piezometric hea.d are assigned each node of 
the network. Then the assigned values are improved from a knowledge 
of  the bouncl.ary conditions . The successiTe improvement of assigned 
values is cont inued until the desired degree of accuracy is obtained .  
As ahown in Fig. 3 ,  th e  pressure distribution through.out th e  aquifer 
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The relaxation method of numericaJ. analysi s was developed by 
Southwell . C -S ; ,  p.  37) If,  as in iterative procedures ,  the four point 
influenc e equation is  used, it becomes h1 f h2 f h3 f h4 - lai0 = R.  
R i s  called the residual and may b e  c onsidered as the summat i on of the 
errors in values of h .  As the correct value s o:f h are reached , th e  
residual vanishes .  
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In thi s  method of analysi s ,  an ini t ial value is  as s igned to  each 
poi nt in the netwo rk . All of  the res idual s are then calculat ed .  To 
relax a Po int it is ne cessary to  change h0 in order to  el iminat e the 
residual at that point . However ,  thi s change in h0 will increase or 
decrease the res idual s  at point s 1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  and 4 .  Succe s sive relax-
ati ons will improve the value s of h "Wl.t il the des i red accuracy i s  
obtained . 
Fo r a more  detailed di s cussion o:f numerical me thods appl i ed to 
wat er supply probl em s , the reader i s  referred to Referenc e S of the 
..t:sioliography . 
Analog Computer 
It has b e en sugges t ed th.at the di fferential analyzer type of 
a.nalo c  co:n:fu.t er might be ut ili z ed. in the study of groUJ."'l.dwat er fl ow 
:pro"bl e.r:as . Analo g  comJ:)Ut ers are of  great value in stud;ring tine de-
pendency o f  variable s . Su.ch a comput er ca.� solve linear di fferent ial. 
equat ions of the type enco1mt ered in a groundwat er invest i gation . The 
Thei s  equat ion expre s sed in t erms of polar c o o rdinat es  i s  
The volume o f  flow into a 
2 Tr rdr 
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The partial differential equations could be replaoed by 2n 
ordinary di:f'f'erential equations , which are functions of t .  by setting 
up :f'inite diff'ere�cea for dh and d 2.b. in terms of h and .!! increments of 
di � 
equal length extending radially from the well . ( R. D .  Caudle,  personal 
communication) 
A st� of flow problems ueing the computer would enable one to 
investigate many o:f' the effects o:f' aquifer inhomogeneity on flow rate . 
Flow Neta 
now nets are constructed by plotting on suitable paper , linea 
of equal pressure ( equipotential lines) and lines of flow ( i . e .  those 
lines to which the macroscopic velocity vector is alw�s ta.ugent) . 
�7, p.  64) These lines are perpendicular to one another . Consider 
the flow net shown in Fig . 4 .  The quantity of flow thrau&b each cur­
v111nea.r square is dq = IC �  dm for a unit thickness . The quantity 
de 
of now through the net then 11 
Q, =  � n where n = no .  of  aqua.res in net ,  
m = n· o •. . ot now paths 
A trial and error procedure is usually followed in constructing 
such a flow net. !he complementary lines are so conatructed as to 
yield equal squares . When the geomet17 is established. the total 
quantit7 of flow can be computed directly. 
Model Studies 
!he use of models for the atu.41' of the now of groundwater ia 
poasible because of the analogoua relations between Darcy ' s  law. Ohm' s 
h 
h-dh 
f-!G 4 FbR TION OF AN ORTHOGONAL 
r- A /  /-Low ! Vl-T 
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law, and Fourier•s law .  Various types o f  models which � b e  used are 
sand, electrical, viscous fluid. and membrane. Of these only the 88J1d 
model. truly represents flow through porous media . The others must be 
related to the problem by analog. 
Sand Model. 
�e sand model is a scaled down repl.ica of the aquifer with the 
absolute Talue o f  permeability modified. CJ;[ .  p. '307) In this type of 
model, linear dimensions are scaled directl.y • but the permeabilities 
in the model and prototne must be rel.ated by trial and error since it 
is impossible to scale y. If  an inhomogeneous aand is used in the 
model, i t  ia almost impossible to obtain consistent values for permear-
bility. :Because of thia, sand models have littJ.e value in terms o f  
quantitative results. 
The construction of a sand model is relatively simple . In the 
case of models c onstructed for investigating fl.ow, storage tanks must 
be provided. Since it ia hard to accurately determine the position o-E 
the water surface b7 visual inspection, piezometer tubes are commonly' 
inserted at intervals in o rder to measure the water pressure . When 
'Visual obaerYation is required, a qe � be added to the water. 
Sodium fluorscein is comm.only used. 
�ectric!J., Models 
Electrical modela are baaed on the fact that Ohm ' s  law, I = 
Go � ia  a solution of the l,aplace equation Just aa is Darcy ' s  law. 
dx 
The analogy between fluid flow and e1ectric current flow - is then 
apParent. CJ0 is the specific conductivity of the material throU&h 
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which current passes and dE is the potential gradient. 
Such models are restricted to st� state :tlow problems, but 
the usual ass'11llptions of the homogeneity and isotropic chara cter of the 
aquifer are unnecessary. Confined aquifers are usually- studied, since 
there is no electrical analogy to gravitational. forces. However , water 
table problems can be solved if' the position of  the free surface is 
determined by trial and error. C:Q, p .  310 ; 12, p. 319) It is proposed 
that the elevation of the free surface in an electrical model is pro-
portional to the potential drop al.on& that surlace. 
Qualitative results a re  usua.J.17 obtained. Equipotential lines 
are constructed and f'low patterns are studied. If quantitative values 
of' inf1ux are desired , a flow net solution mu.at be em.ployed. 
A great va.riet7 of electrical models have been uaed . Solid, 
liquid, or gelatin models are most common. Investigations utilizing 
such models range from studies of advancing fluid fronts in secondary 
recovery o"L petroleum to investigation of' flow patterns of wells that 
partially penetrate an aquifer. 
V iscous l'luid Models 
. .  
�. flow of a viacou1 fluid such as oil or glycerin , between 
cloael.7 apace4 parallel p1ates ia analogous to two dimensional groUDd­
water fiov. If the Dupa.it assumptions are ap_plied to Darcy ' s  law, the 
mean velocity · o-£ fl.ow in the mod.el is given by Vm .: b2 f mg 




� proper choice ot the fluid and the spacing of the plates. 
the desired permeability can be simulated. An important ad.vantage of 
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this type of model is the ability to study transient f'lov with irregu1ar 
boundary conditions. Different geologic conditions can be modeled and 
their effects on influx studied. 
Membrane Models 
A thin rubber membrane can afford another analogy- to the flow of 
groundwater . The expression for the deflection of the membrane is a 
solution of the Laplace equation. This type of model is use£'ul in 
stuqing the shape of the piezametric surface . It  is used to st'Udy 
interference effects of multiple well systems . When a single well is 
being studied . the model has little or no value. 
Ptanping Tests 
Pumping tests have been widely used in the i.D.Teatigation of ground­
water supplies . because the data obtained from such tests is obtained 
from the actual formation under study . ( .3 . .  p. Slt9) Thus analogous 
relations are unnecessary. 
Both equilibrium. and non-equilibrium methods have been developed. 
In the case of mine development , where 1 t i a desired to remove or drain 
all of the water poasible , a non-equilibrium method is applicable. 
The moat widely used method is that proposed by' Theis (1.6) . 
!he procedure for the method follows . For the pumping test, three wells 
in line vi th one another are utilized . One of the end well a is pumped, 
the other two serve as observation welle . Since the method assumes an 
original water surface lthich is horizontal it does not matter which of 
the tvo possible P'Um,PiDg sites ia chosen. The pumping test begins by 
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measuring static water level in both observation wells .  As the test 
begins, the pumping well discharges at a c onstant rate Q,. At regu.l.a.r 
interval.a of time, drawdown of the water level in the observation wells 
is recorded . The test should run at least 48 hours and preferably longer. 
Af'ter the test is completed, the data are interpreted graphically. 
A graph is constructed by plotting log W (u) vs . log u. Values tor 
the tu.n.ctions JD8Y' be obtained from several sources. (.l9, p .  SS ; 17, p. 91) 
This graph is known as the type f'om and is ab.own 1n J'ig. 15, Appendix C . •  
Next a graph is constructed b;y plotting log L).h vs. log { f Juaing the 
same scale a.s the type form graph. The two graphs a re la id one upon 
the other and the data curve is fitted to the type form . During the 
curve fitting, the coordina.te axes of both graphs must remain parallel. 
When �e two curves are matched, corresponding points on each graph a.re 
selected for computation. 
In the Jacob modification of the Theis method, values of draw-
dovn are plotted against log t. 
and S :  0.3Tto 
r2 
The governing equations are T = � 
� h  
t 
where 6. h is the drawd.own per log cycle of time and t0 is the initial 
time .  A solution of  this type is shown in l'ig. 17 , Appendix C .  
The weak points of pumping test solutions are those inherent in 
the equations used; namel.7, the seven simplifying assumptions made by 
Theia. 
!here have been two articles written on the quantitative evalu.­
ation of mine water problems (� , U) . :Both evaluations relied upon 
pumping teat data, results of which were obtained by the Theis type 
form solution, checked by the Jacob modification. 
PRESElJT . RESEARCH WORK 
Construction o f  Bamograpis for Determining 
�ti ty of J'low :trom Pumping T eat Data 
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After a review of the literature on methods of estimating ground­
water now , it was decided that pumping tests provided the most reliable 
data for an analysis of a water problem.. It was further decided that 
if a system of analysis were outlined , it should provide a simple and 
atraigbtforvard 8il)proach to the problem. It should be rapid and yield 
reasonably accurate results. 
A. gralil,ical method o f  analysis seems to b est fulfil the require­
ments . :By the use of graphs a simple and rapid procedure can be 
developed. which will give results within the desired limits of accuracy-. 
Gralilical expressions of complicated mathematical equations can 
be easily shown by the type of nomogra.1,n known as the a1igmnent diagram . 
( l} ,  p. 512) In this type of nomogra];h, the :tu.nctions of' the variables 
are scal.ed on a number of parallel lines. A solution of the equation ia 
obtained b7 connecting the variables �atematicall.1' by strai&ht lines . 
A:lq' number of variables can be treated b7 aw:h a diagram. 
In this investigation, the two equations developed in the Theis 
non-equilibrium method were prepared as alignment diagrams. The diagrams 
2S 
are shown in Fig .  5 and 6 .  The details of their construct ion are given 
in Appendix B. 
The data needed for obtaining a solution for Q, are: 
l. s .  the storage coefficient 
2. f ,  the coefficient of tranamissib111ty 
3 .  r , the drainae;e radius 
4. H,  the drawdown 
5 .  t ,  the time for which Q, is deeirec1. 
Of these data . a pumping t est supplies values for S and T .  
!!.'hey are obtained by the t1Pe fom s olution of the Theis equations 
and should be checked by the Jacob modification. The drai�e radius 
r must be estimated. A max1 mum practical limit is 1000 ft . Oi2 t  P • 156 ;  
4 ,  p. 134) The drawdovn is estimated from a knowledge of the condi• 
tions at the shaft or well site. 
Effect of Increased H ole  Diameter 
When the influx into a mine shaft. is under investigation, the 
effect of increased hole diameter on quantity of flow must certainly be 
consid ered . It is apparent that the same amount of wat er will not flow 
into openin&s which have differing surface area.a available to flow. 
�is effect was studied fran two aspects. An investigation of the 
derivation of the equations used to est imate flow was first made . 
Jacob ' s  derivation was utilized, since it is based upon hydrologic 



































10 Exam p l e : 
T =  100 gal .  per day per foot 
I /  t = 1.87 d ay s  
-I r = 10 feet 
S = 8 x 10-2 
/ 10-2 
·2 
u =  8 x 10 
/ 10-! IOI 


























Fi g .  5 N o m og ro p h  of the Eq ua t i o n  u
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Jacob states that the discharge of a well i s  equal t o  the sum 
of the :flow through a cylinder of variable radius r and the increase 
in rate of now caused by comp
/.
ress�n of the aquifer. 
Q, = 
-
2 7Trm K d h f S(�) 2 7irdr ( 7 , P• 579) 
� o o t  
The equation assumes rw to be infinitesimal compared wi th r8 , 
the lower limi t  being zero . 
-r2
s d h = ( -2c) e lift: rr r. 
-r2s 
� = Is.\ e g 
� t \t' J 
( 7 , P• 579) 
If' the lower limit of r is given a finite value r
w 
and the 
expression s for dh and d h a.re inserted into the now equation, it 
becomes q = ( ::Tc) :-�� f ( 211Sc) f :��:� rdr 
t ' f'vJ 
Let r2 = u, then 2rdr = du. �e resulting equation mq be 
integrated to yield: 
r -r2s Q, : 4�c e 4Tt f 2 -rw S e �  
When r .  ill� radius of the point under illYestigation approaches 
the value of the drainage radius , the exponential term involving r,, 
controls the flow rate. SolTing the equation for c, it i a  seen that 
as rv increases, c rapidly becomes very large . In Jacob ' a derivation ,  
c was found t o  be constant and equal to ___g___ 
!f,rT. 
If the value of c is  not constant, but instead changes ver.r 
rapidly, it ia clear thai the now equation i a  not a valid expression. 
of influx into mine opening s . 
It was 'thought that the effect of increased hole diameter might 
be evaluated in another and perhaps more practical w,q . The Dupuit 
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eq'1.1&tion Q = 27TT Ll h was used. Tb.is is the equation governing steady 
. ln( refr� 
.. 
state flow into a well. It is assumed that at any time, the aquifer is 
in instantaneous equilibrium and the equation is valid. _ �e effect of 
rw is evaluated by solvi� the equation for Q, while holding all other 
variables constant. '.rhe ratio of influx into a borehole to that into 
a mine shaft is called the " shaft diameter factor." Values obtained 
for various diameters of drillholes and shafts are tabulated in !able 2 
and shown graphically in Fig .  7. Bosazza, C2 • p. 44) using data 
obtained by Morley-Parker, ha.s plotted increased yield vs. well diameter. 
He states that for a six-inch diameter well, the yield will be l.02 
units, while for a six-:f'oot diameter well , the yield will be 1.46 
units and the increase in yield ( l .46) x yield from a si�inch well. 
Y:'62 
The ratio equals 1 .43, the ea.me value as the 11 shaft diameter factor• 
determined in this investigation for the same ratio drillhole to mine 
shaft. 
It should be noted that when a rectangular shaf't is contem-
plated, a conversi on to an equivalent circular section is necessary. 
The well surface available to influx is 2 x length of shaf't x width 
of shaft or 71 x shaft diameter. The relation between surface areas 
is plotted in Fig.  s .  
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Table 2 . 
Shat� Diameter Factors 
r
'Wl 
3• 4" 5" 6" 7" gn 
3 ' 1 .43 · 1 .38 1 .34 1 .31 l . 28 1. �26 
4, 1 . 50 1 .45 1.41 1 .38 1 .35 1.32 
5 ' 1 .56 1 .51 1 .117 1 .43 1 .41 1.38 
6 •  1 .62 1 .56 1 .52 1 .1'8 1 .46 1 .42 
7 1  1 .67 1 .61 1 .57 1 .53 1.50 1.47 
... �, g s  l .  72 1 .66 1 .61 1 .57 1 .54 1 . 51 9 ' 1 .76 1.70 1 .65 1.61 1 .5s 1 .55 
10 • 1 .so 1 .74 1 .69 1 .65 1 .62 1 .59 
11 • l .84 1 . 77 1 .72 1 .68 1 .65 1 .62 
12 • 1 .ss 1 .81 1 .76 1 .72 1 . 68 1 .65 
13 1 1 .91 1 .84 1 .79 1 .75 1 .71 1 . 6s 
14• 1 .94 1.s7 l .82 1 .7s 1 .74 1 .71 
15 1 1 .97 1.90 1 .s5 l .Sl 1 .77 1 .74 
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Effect of Invalid Assumptions 
!l!h.e Theis equat ions, used in the analysis presented h erein, are 
based on several simplifying assumptions. ( See p .  6) _It ia desirable 
t o  study what etfect there is on the quantity of  flow when these assumed 
conditions are not met in the field . A detailed analysis o f  the effect 
of one such assumption has just been presented .  A discussion of possible 
e ffects caused b7 the invalidity of some of the other assumptions 
foll ows . 
Theis assumed that the water bes.ring medium is infinite in a real 
extent , homogeneous, and isotropic. The heterogeneity of mine rocks 
is generally recognized. It  is also realized that because of  the 
complex geologic structures usually associated with mineral deposits, 
a formation is often restricted in a rea, and is seldom i so tropic. Two 
very practical problems arise to  complicate Theia 1 simplified situation. 
First . because formations are not in.finite in areal extent , the 
e ffect of groundwate r  boundaries on flow becomes important. LeGrand 
classifies such boundaries as positive or negative. ( 9 , p. 3) If the 
mine is in a permeable zone which abuts against an impermeable one , the 
b oundary is a negative one. Here unwatering can proceed without much 
difficulty . However, if the mine rocks abut a.&ainst more permeable 
ones or if the cone of depression reaches a stream or other body of 
surface water , the boundary is cons idered positive. In such a case , 
the difficulty o f  unwatering i s  considerable i t  not impossible . 
l'ig. 9 and 10 ill.ustrate the ef fect of such boundaries . The factor in 
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the Theis equations which is affected is r , the drainage radius . If  a 
boundary can be anticipated, as at Eureka, ( 14. , p .  148) the value 
given the drainage radius can be modified to suit locai conditions. 
A second problem arises when fissure water is to be dealt with. 
Theis assumes that the aquifer i s  isotropic ,  that is , that water is  
tranamitted equally in all directions. When water is circulated 
tb.ro\l&b fractures and fissures , as it is in most mines , this assumP­
tion is incorrect . If a large fissure zone is present, the formation 
constants determined by a pumping test will be approximately average 
values and the a.nal.ysis outlined in this investigation can be used. 
If, however, the water comes from several maj or fissures , while the 
rest of the formation is  relativel7 less permeable, a pumping test 
is  apt to give erroneous values of S and ! .  In such a. case , the 
analysis can serve only as a guide . 
The homogeneity of the formations i s  never achieved. This 
factor has been the main reason advanced for incorrect predictions of 
influx in the Ambrosia Lake area . { V .  L .  Mattson,  personal communication; 
L. W. Sw ent , personal communication) Here intercalated clq beds plus 
petroliferous residue in the formation have caused estimates to be 
high by a factor of  10. 
Theis assumed that the opening for which influx is calculated 
completely penetrates the water bearing formation. This assumed con­
dition is not encountered during shaft sinking operations , for the 
sinking must proceed through the formati on .  Because this often takes 
a long period of time ,  the effect of partial penetration must be studied . 
As l ong as a sb.a.f't part ially penetrates  a "'3.te r  b earing s t ratum , s ome of'  
the influx must percolate upward f'rom material. situat ed below the shaft 
bottom . Thi s upward moving wat er must have moved a. greater distance t o  
the sh.aft than if it had moved hori zontally . Thus a greater head loss 
is reali zed . The area immediately surrounding the shaft is  affected by 
this increased h ead lo ss , the radial distance affected i s  in general 
inversely propo rtional. to the depth of penetration. ( 19 ,  P•  109) The 
loss in head resu1ts in a. smaller alllount of influx than predicted . 
Muskat has presented a correction factor t o  be aP,Pl ied: 
whore .9. :a ( gua.ntity of now into pa.rtiallL penetrating well) 
Qo ( quantity of flow into completely penetrating well) . 
Graphical. presentation i s  ahown in Fig. ll . 
Thei s  assumed that the formation coefficient s remained constant . 
T'n.e coeffic i ent o f  transmissibility i s  defined as the product of the 
field coefficient of permeability and the saturated thicknes s  of the 
aquifer . I f  unwatering i s  accompli shed, the saturated thiclmes s  must 
diminish ,  causing in turn. a negative change in the transmission constant . 
This i s  an important consideration in the lat t er stages o!  unwatering . 
I f  an estimate is  made using the method of analysis propos ed , the in-
flux predicted for the latter stages of pumping will usually ·b e high . 
Theis al so assumed that tile initial piezometric surface is hori-
zontal ,  that i s ,  no movement of groundwater occurs before pumping be­
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After Muskof (1949) 
the shape of concentric circles when viewed in plan . In general, a 
sloping water table will be encountered . In ihis case, the cone of de­
pression would have an elliptical. hori zontal proj ection . Theis has 
given a method for determining the distance to the " groundwater divide" 
or the drainage radius downstream from an arte sian well . (1:, , p .  318) 
Wenzel 09, p .  104) has shown that the slope of the ini tia.l water surface 
greatly affects computed permeability values obtained from observation 
wells up stream and downstream from. a pumping well . Dra.wdowns a.re 
gre ater downstream . H e  therefore suggests that dravdowns in wells on 
either side of  the pumped well be averaged before computation of forma­
tion constants . Jacob states in his derivation of the �eis equa­
tions, that it is  not necessary to assume the aquifer to be horizontal . 
( 7 ,  P . 576) 
Theis ass�ed that the p iezometric surface of the aquifer is 
never lowered below the top of the water bea.riDg formation . In other 
words . no unwa.tering can occur . When dealing with mine wate r  problems , 
it is seen that if no unwater ing can occur, the problem of excess 
influx cannot be overcane . It is a fact that constant pumping at a 
rate exceeding that of recharge will unwater a formation . Therefore , 
some means of estimating the amount of unwatering due to pumping must 
be included in an analysis of a. mine drainage problem .  If drawdown 
vs. log time is plotted on semi-log pape r  a straight line relationship 
results for a:tJ.Y' given pumping rate . ( See Fig . 12) Stuart {14 . p .  152) 
states that sinc e  drawdown is proportional to rate of wi thdra.wal, a 
simple proportion can be used to determine the drawd.own of a point at 
any pumping rate. 
· +· · · 1 · - 1 · ·· 
- l  . 
i '. 
l " • . 
To estimate the amount of unwater ing accomplished by pumping, 
such a plot a.s previously mentioned should be u sed . Values should 
not be used for times of less than one day if possible . This will 
eliminate small variations in drawdown due to initial unwatering of 
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the cone of depression . The drawd.own per cycle of time can be estimated 
and a corresponding drawd.own calculated for any desired pumping rate .  
A discussion of  effect of field conditions on  the estimates of 
inf"l.ux obtained by the graphical a.naJ.ysis presented in this thesis . 
indicates that there are variations between real and assumed conditions. 
The se variations necessarily affect the validity of the equations used 
and the usefulness of the results o·btained. 
It i s  clearly r ecognized that the present analysis is  not a 
complete solution and estimates must be tempered accordingly . However . 
the value o� such an analysis is still great, for it  now provides  a 
guide where previously there was none. 
Suggested Procedure for Analysis 
The procedure to be followed in estimating water influx into  a 
proposed mine shaft follows. 
1. Conduct a long term pumping t est. From the data acquired, 
use the type form solution to obtain average values for S 
and T .  ( See p. ,5-) . 
2 .  :-mstimate the drainage radius of the proposed shaft . Tb.is 
value m� be taken as 1000 feet if desired. 
3. Select a time t, for which Q, is desired . Remember that 
t0 is  the  time at which the water bearing formation is 
first encountered . 
4. Estimat e  the drawdown in the shaft . The ma.rlmwn value w.nich 
can be used is equal to the difference between the static 
water level and the shaft bottom . In the case of unconfined 
aquifers, this will be the thiclaless of the water ·bearing 
strata. 
5 .  Insert the variables into the two nomograms in proper order 
to obtain a value for �. 
6 . If s.haf't has not completely" penetrated the aquifer,  determine 
the partial. penetration and apply the appropriate correction 
factor from Fig. 11. 
7 . The value obtained in Step 5 has not considered the effect 
of sh.aft diameter. T".nerefore select a II aha.ft diameter" 
factor from Table 2 to adjust the quantity of flow. 
S .  Consider the unwatering effect o-.r pumping. Plot on semi­
log paper drawdown vs . log time at pumping rate used in the 
fie ld test. Determine drawdown at pumpi� rate necessaey 
to keep shaft dry . Correct drawdown at new time , ( t) • 
b7 amount of unwatering. 
9 .  Repeat the procedure for every desired time, t. 
Correlation of Estimates with Ambrosia Lake Predictions 
In order to test the correctness  of the graJ,:hical analysis :pro­
posed, an a.nalysis of pumping test data from Ambrosia  Lake, New Mexico , 
was made , and an estimate of influx was checked against a previous 
estimate. 
Ambrosia Lake i s  the center of uranium min ing and milling in the 
United States .  Approximately 57/o of the country • s uranium reserves 
a re located here. 
The ore i s  gene ral.11' found within the Westwater C�on member 
of the Morri son J'o rma.tion .  It is upper Jura ssic in age, u • • •  consists 
ot a series of white sandstones (composed of rounded medium to coarse 
grains of quart z cemented by calcium carbonate and arranged in lenti­
cular, irregular beds l to 30 feet thick) interbedded with red earthy 
soft fine-grained sandy shales or muds tones • • • •  • ( 20, p. 2313) It 
has a local thickness of 150 to 200 feet. Intercalated clay beds and 
petroliferous residue cause looal variati on s  in permeability. 
Almost all groundwater occurs in the Westwater . l3ecause of 
thi s ,  much consideration wa s given to the problem o-L excessive influx 
into develo::;aent openings. 
One compa.ey in the area , Homestake Mining Company, engaged an 
eminent groundwater hydrologist vho conducted a series of p'Ulllping tests 
and estimated the inf'lux to be expected in the mine shaft and in lateral 
headings . The data used and results obtained are tabulated in 
Appendix C. Using the sam.e data and the nomographs previously constructed, 
the following correlation was made. 
Table 3 
Est imated Influx into Mine Shaft 


















The drainage radius waa assumed to be 1000 feet and the drawd.ovn 
equal to the difference in eleTation between static water level and the 
shaft bottom or 275 feet. It was stated in th e  report that shaft sink-
ing would progress at a rate of 5 feet per �. !!he water bearing 
formation is approximately 200 feet thick, so forty days would be re-
quired for sinking through the aquifer . t0 is the t ime at which the 
wat er l evel i s  static, or in other words, i s  the time at whi ch the 
water ia first encount ered. The initial value for t in the calcula­
tions then ia actually' 41 days . The values for formation constants S 
and T as found by the Theis type form solutions are 10 . 7 x 10-5 and 
l6oS gpd per foot respectively . ( See Appendix C) !hese values were 
inserted into the nom.ographa and values of Q, were obtained. 
!rhe values obtaine4 by using nomogra];ils were considered to be 
in general agreement with the H omestake estimates . 
A complet e analysis of the data using the method proposed in 
thia thesis was then undertaken. 
The a.."lalysis begins when shaft sinldng first encounter s the water 
bearing strata . At this time the water level rises approximately 7 5 
feet above the shaft bottom . After one day, five feet of shaft will 
have been sunk and the drawdown will then be eighty feet . These data 
are inserted into the nomogra.pb.s and Q is found to be 1700 gpm. This ,  
however , assumes that the shaft completely penetrate s the foxmation . 
Since it does not, the partial penetration correction factor is applied. 
T"ne partial penetration is 2 . 5% and from Fig . 11, the correction factor 
is 0 .05 . Thus � is 85 gpm .  This influx does not consider the e ffect of 
sh.a.ft diameter . 
The shaft has clear dim ensions of 11 feet, 4 inches by 14 feet, 
4 inche s . This yields a surface area per foot of depth of 51 1/ 3 
square feet . From Fig . 8 ,  a 16 1/2 foot diameter circular sh.aft has 
an  equivalent surface  area. The pumped well was 6-inche s in dis.meter . 
F rom Fig . 7 ,  the " sha ft diameter" fa ctor i s  1 .72 . 
The influx into the shaft is then 85 x 1 .  72 or 144 gpm. 
Consideration must be given to the effect of unwatering the 
fomation on the dra.wdown at any time t .  This can be accomplished by 
plotting on semi-log pa�er drawdown vs . log time . ( See F ig .  12) It 
is seen that the drawdown per cycle of time is approximately 4' feet 
at  a pumping rate of 83 gpn .  
In order t o  keep the shaft dry, it is  a.sstuned that water will be 
p'Umped initially at a rate of 144 gpm . After ten days o f  pumping , the 
,tatic water level has been lowered 7 feet , while shaft sinking has 
advanced 50 feet . Thus 43 feet of added drawdown must be considered 
at the end of ten dqa . 
The assumption that the aha.ft will be pumped at the influx rate 
determined for a time t, until a new rate of  influx is cal culated is  
not strictly true . In order to keep the shaft dl7, the rate of pump,-
ing will continually increase with the result that the water level 
will be drawn down further than is indicated for the shaft sinking 
period .  Thia probably accounts for the relatively high influx esti-
mated for the first few days after completion of the shaft. 
The estimated infl.ux for various times  during and after sink-
1ng ia tabulated in Table 4. 
Table 4 
Calculated Influx into Mine Shaft 






123 155 175 182 164 ll7 68 
Q, ( :f'ull 1700 750 620 610 600 570 4oo 16o 
penetration) 
Q, ( pa.rt ia.l 85 
penetration) 
225 372 500 
Q, ( shaft) 144 3s3 632 850 1020 970 680 272 




It was stated in the Homestake report that the estimates reported 
were thought to be high in the latter stages of unwatering. �is is true, 
the estimates being hi� because the Theis equations aaaume that the 
1041 
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The assumption that the aha.ft will be pumped at the influx rate 
determined for a time t ,  until a new rate of inf'lux is calculated is 
not strictly true . In order to keep the shaft dq , the rate of pump. 
ing will continually- increase with the re sult that the water level 
will be drawn dovn further than ia indicated for the shaft sinking 
period. Thia probably account s for the relatively high influx esti-
mated for the fi rst few �s after compl etion of the shaft . 
The estimated influx for various t imes during and after sink-
in& ia tabulated in Table 4. 
Table 4 
Calculated Influx into Mine Shaft 
t ( dqs after l 10 20 30 41• 51 141 441 
aquifer is  
first 
encountered) 
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It was stated in the Homestake report that the e stimates reported 
were thought t o  be higil in the lat ter stages of unwatering . This is true, 





piezometric surface never fall s  below the up_pe r  boundary of the water 
bearing fo rmation. When the concept of unwatering is  inj ected into the 
a.na.lysis, much lower values of influx a.re obtained . This is  in line 
with reports of actual inflow when this particular mine was developed. 
( L .  W .  Svent , personal communication) 
RECOOiENDATIOliS :roR FURrHER STUDY 
During the course of this investigation , a number of questions 
have been raised concerning extension of the re sults presented .  Some 
of these questions should serve to indicate areas where :further stuccy­
is warranted . For example :  
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l .  How doe s  the pie zometric head vary with time under transient 
flow conditions? A rough approximation has been ma.de in 
this inve stigation , but a more thor ough understanding of 
the behavior of the piezometric surface is needed . Per­
haps the use of the analog computer ,  as mentioned previously, 
would be usef'ul.. 
2 .  How do geologic inhomogeneities affect the quantity of 
influx? Throu�out this s� . the water bearing formation 
has been considered inf'ini te  in areal ext en" , homogene ous 
and isotropic in character . The effect of lateral and 
vertical changes in permea.bili ty, as well as the influence 
of various geologic structures, such as dikes , faults,  
folds , etc. are not well known . It  is suggested that 
model studies might yield the necessary qua1itative in­
formation needed. 
3. How can the formation constants oe evaluated when the 
g roundwater flow is through fissures! Here, perhaps , is 
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th e  most chall enging question posed . One thou�t along this 
line is  to attempt a correlation between laboratory tests 
of permeability and field test s .  
4. When a water problem i s  recognized . how can it best be 
dealt vi th? This is  the logical extension of the work pre­
s ented in this  thesis . One such approach woul.d be the 
design of :pumping patterns for effect ive unwatering . Such 
studies cou1d be made using membrane mode1s . 
The answer t o  ea.ch of the questions posed above will eno.ble 
:future estim.a.tes o f  groundwater influx to  b e  mo re real ist i c  and cer­
tainly mo re accurat e .  
SWMA.RY AND CONCLUSICiNS 
�is inveatiption was conducted 
1. to evaluate the state of lmowl.edge of the mining industry 
concerni� e stimation of groundwater influx during shaft 
sinking, 
2 .  to present a. method for estimating such flows. 
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A literature search revealed that abundant infol'mation on the 
flow of groundwater could be obtained from the fields of hydrology and 
civil engineering. Little work however, had been d one in m ining. 
The various methods of estimating quantity of now were  studied. 
Pumping tests aPPeared to give the needed information under a ctual field 
conditions . A method of analysis was developed utilizing data obtained 
from such t ests. 
The method of analysis presented in this thesis is based upon 
the Theis non-equilibrium equations . The initial developnent of these 
equations was accomp1ished by making a number of simplifying assumptions. 
These assumed conditions are not generally found in the field; ther efore ,  
the analysis is not entirel7 correct . 
!he effect of these assumptions on groundwater inf'l.ux has been 
d iscussed, and the analysis has included some corr ection factors .  
J'rom this study it can be concluded that the knowledge o f  the 
minin& industry on the subject of groundwater estimates is meager. 
No satisfactory method of analyzing shaft water problems has yet been out­
lined . Much inforn1ation can be gathered as shaft s are sunk into water 
bearing strata . From this infonna.tion, it should not be difficult to 
make a reasonable e stimate of influx. At the present time , a guide is 
needed to outline information needed and methods of obtaining such in­
formation. It is hoped that the method of analysis herein presented 
will fulfil that :function. 
Specific conclusions reached regarding the method of analysis are: 
1. Solution of the Theis equations by the use of nomogra.phs is 
rapid and the same degree of accuracy is obtained as with 
computations. 
2. When a large vertical opening is considered, the Theis 
equations are not valid; but , by using a shaft diameter 
factor found by solving the Dupu.it equation, a satisfactory 
correction factor can be applied. 
3 . Muska.t I s correction factors for partial p enetration can be 
·used in analyzing influx during shaft sinking through the 
water zone. 
4. An approximation of the ef:f'ect of unwatering can be foUJld 
by plotting drawdovn vs . log time at arry given pumping rate, 
then by simple proportion, drawdown for the pumping rate 
necessary to keep the shaft dry can be obtained. 
5. !l?he resulting estimate is reasonably close to the amount of 
actual influx encountered in the mine sh.a.ft for which data 
were available . 
AP.PElIDICES 
A .  Nomenclature 
:B . Con st ru.ction of Nomographs 
C .  Pumping Test Data, Ambro s ia Lake , New Mexico 
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A .  llamenclature 
1 .  A =  croae-aectional a� throug)l wuch tlow occura, ft .2 
2. b = aaturatecl thickneae of poroua medium., ft . 
3 .  he • hea.4, in aquifer n .  
i.. h,, = head in •• u. t, • 
5 .  JtA � abeolute pena•b111t7, darcya 
6 .  1:8 = ettect1Te peraeabili t7, aeinsera 
7 .  l • lencth ot now, tt. 
s . Bll = lw7nol4 1 a muaber 
9 . � • -lh • TelociQ" potential 
10. p = preeaure, pai 
11. Q, • quantit7 of f'low 
12. r • • 4.raillace ra4iua of poroua lleC!.11111, t't. 
13. r. = well ra41�, n. 
1i.. I :a ooeffici.nt of' •tonge 
15 . !r = coefficient of \nm-1 aaib1ll  t.Y, gal .  per 4q per ft. 
16 . t :  ,111 •• 4-• 
17 . u = z-2.s 
1m 
18 . � • Tiecoait7, cent1po1••• 
20. 
21. .  
T :z aacroaoopic Telooi ty of' tlu14, t't ./aiA. 
V( u) • well 1'uacU on o� u :a 11•:u) b. 
x :s 41 atanc• parallel ,o % a.xi• 
22. 7 = 41.a,ance parallel to r &Xia 
23 . • = 41 atance �lel to Z a.xia 
.B .  Construction of Nomographs 
The limit of th e  variables were selected arbitraril.J from a 
knowledge of the range of such variables . The nomogra:phs can be modi-
fied to suit a:n:y conditions by varying the limit s accordingly . 
1 .  u = 1 .s1 -i2- s 
ft 
The tn,e form is f1( u) f f2(v) f f3( w) f • • • = fn( q) • 
The equation then takes the form: 
log u f log T f log t = log l .87 f 2 log r + log S 
It is separat ed into three part s:  
l. log T f log t = A 
2 .  log l .87 f 2 log r f log S = l3 
3 . log u f A =  l3 
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� = mT log T 
Let � :a 12 
T varies from l to 2 x 109 gpd/tt .  
l 10 
log T O l 2 3 
then � • _12 __ 
9 .301 
• .  • l:.r :s 1 .3 log T 
4 5 
= 1.3 
6 7 8 9 9 .30 
� o .oo 1 .30 2 .60 3 .90 5 .20 6 .50 7 .so 9 .10 10.4o 11 .70 12 .10 
� = mt log t 
Let Xt; = 12 
t varies from 1 to 1000 �s 
then mt • g = 4 
. ·• Xi = 4 log t 
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t l 10 100 1000 
log t 0 l 2 3 
o .oo 4.oo 8 .00 12.00 
In order to locate the A scale, let the ! and t scales be placed 
f'au.r inches apart. 
a = distance from T scale to A scale 
b • distance tram t scale to A sea.le 
a = 1 .00 inches 
b = 3.00 inches 
The scale modulus mA = � -- .98 
�t 
Xr = mr ( log l.87 f 2 log r) r va ries frOJ.ll 1 to 1000 f't. 
r 
log r 
Let Xr • 12 then llr : � = 2 







x8 = m8 log S S varies f'rom 10-lO to 102 
Let X8 : 12 then m = 12 = l a 12 
- •• X
8 





s 10-10 10-8 10-6 10-4 10-2 10-1 1 
log S -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 -1 0 .... ·-
Xs 0 2.00 4.oo 6 .oo 8 .00 9 .00 10 .00 
In order to locate the :a see.le . let the r and S scales be placed 
four inches apart • 
a = 2.57 inches 
b = l.43 inc.hes 
The seal.a modulus m:a .. m
s! m m8 
= .67 
� = mu_ log u u varies from 10-16 to 10 
. - • Xu. � .lto log u 
u l 10 
log u -10 -5 -l 0 l 
-6 .4o -4.oo -2 .00 -o .14o 0 o.4o 
In order to locate the u scale: 
a I a distance from u scale to :a scale 
b 1 : distance from :S scale to A scale 
a • : o .s7 inches 




2. Q, = .ti- h T 
114.G W( u) 
The type form is f1 ( u) f f2( v) f f3( w) f . • • � fn( q) 
The equation th.en takes the form: 
log Q, f log 114.6 f log W( u) .: log Ll h f log T 
It is separated into two parts: 
l. log /1 h f log T = C 
2. log Q, f log 114.6 f log W( u) = C 
Xii = Dl}l log fl h 
Let � .:  12 
b. h varies from l to 2000 ft • 
then 1llb_ : 12 . = 3 .65 
3 .301 
:. Jii = 3.65 log /). h 
IA h l 10 100 1000 -






� :: ll1T log T T varies from l to 2 x 109 gpd/ ft. 
Let � = 12 then � = 12 = 1 .3 
9 .301 
• • � :: l.3 log T 
l 10 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 2 x 109 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 g 9 9 .30 
o .oo 1 .30 2 .60 3.90 5.20 6 � 50 7.so 9 .10 10.lK> 11 . 70 12.10 
W(u) 
-.� ·,·..-: 
In order to locate the C scal e ,  let the /1 h and T scales be 
placed six inches apart . 
!. = lDb. 
b -
� 
a = 4.45 inches 
b = 1.55 inches 
The seal e m.odul us me = IDiinlf = • 9 6 
mu.� 
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Xw( u) .: DlW( u) [1og 114.6 f log W(uil W(u) varies from 10-
7 to 34. 
Let XW(u) : 10 
10-7 10-6 
then mwc u) :: !9_ : l �15 
s.53 
• •• X.,,( u) • 1 .15 [iog W( u)j 
1 10 
[tog W(u)J -1 -6 -5 · -4 -3 -2 -1 O l 1 . 53 
Xw(u) -s .05 
1Q, : mq, log Q, 
Q, l 
log Q, 0 
0 
-6 .90 -5 .75 -4.6o -3 .45 -2.30 -1.15 O 1 .15 1 . 76 
m
Q, 
= ll1w( u) me : 0 . 52 
mw(u) f ·mc 
.. ·• � = 0 .  5 2 log Q_ --------
10 
l 2 
� varies from l to 105 gpn .  
3 4 




In o rder to locat e the q, scale , let the W( UJ and C scaJ. es be 
placed six inches apart. 
!: : mg, ,.. 
b mwc u) 
a =  3 . 28 inches 
b = 2 .72 inches 
C .  Pumping Test Data., Ambrosia. Lake , New Mexico 
The data presented have been abstracted from a private report 
to Homestake Mining Company, April , 1957 . 
The pumping test data were collected from 1013 hours , 5 April. 
1957 to 1903 hours , 7 April, 1957. One well was pumped and two others 
used as observation wells . The well locations ,  as well as the pro­
posed shaft site  are shown in Fig. 13 . 
The ore bearing horizon is the Westwater Canyon member of the 
Morrison formation, a 175 ft . sequence of interbedded sandstones and 
clay . It is  over la.in by the :Brushy Basin member and underlain by t he 
P.ecapture . The Westwater was assumed t o  be homogeneoua , although this 
assumption later proved to be incorrect . (L . W .  Swent , personal commun­
ication) Generalized drill logs of the three wells used in the test 
are shown in Jig . 14.  
A 33-sta.ge, 5· 1/2 inch Reda pump, type Y-lSO was uaed for the 
t est . (lS , P • 4) 
Data taken from the two observation wells  during the test are 
tabulated in Tables 5 and 6 .  
Formation constants were determined using the Theis type form 
solution and the Jacob modification. The graphical solutions are 
shown in Fig . 15 , 16.  and 17 . From the type cun-e solution, the 
following values for S and T were found: S :  13 .0 x 10-5 and T 
= 1399 gpii/ ft • for 23-0B-l • S = 8. 4 x 10-5 and !I! = 1816 gpd/ ft • • 
for 2}-0:B-2 . The average values by this method are S :: 10.7 x 10-5 .  
! = 16os gpo./ ft . 
*under a unit hydraulic gradient 
(A .E C r:.cvRDINA TEs) 
----- ---- I f.· i + ............ -- ·--· 
5r.c,,oA' ?_;; c · ·I\ F1°'"  C C  I  . /V -., _j _)./-/,...,_ I 
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� C: I
, Q _.,/"\ '-- .,Ji b,  c:_;;5U 
WELL ZJ-08-Z + 
N324, 625 I 
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l>rawdown Test D_a_ta for Observation Wells 23-0:B-1 and 23;-QB-2 
( Used tor plot to be superposed on !l!heis type curve) 
Date Hour Ela12sed Time 
April, 1957 Min . t 
da.71 
Well 2z:Ol3-l ( r  = 14z .�• ) 
5 lOl� 0 0 
105 41 o .02s5 
ll20 67 O .01165 
ll57 104 0.0722 
1257 164 o .u39 
11K>7 234 0 .1626 
1459 286 o .19s6 




2100 o . 3 
Well 23;=0:B-2 t r = �21 ) 
5 1013 0 0 
1055 42 0.0�2 
U2l 68 0 .0472 
1158 105 0 .0729 
1258 165 o .u46 
1>.aos 235 0 .1632 
1500 287 0 .1993 
1705 412 0.2861 
1904 531 o .36ss 
2102 6119 o .i.,07 
6 0108 s95 0 .6215 




6 1 .31 x 10-6 
2 .14 x 10� 
3 .32 x �
-6 5 .24 x 10 6 7 .47 x 10-
6 9 .13 x 10-
1.r x 10-� 1 .  9 x 10-J 
2 .07 x 10-5 
0 7 3 ·� x 10-7 5 . x 10-
s .3s x 10-i 
1 .32 x 10-
6 1 .ss x 1� 
2 .29 x l 
6 3.29 x 10-
6 4.24 x 10-6 
5.18 x 10-6 7 .14 x 10� 








19 .4  
21 .2 
22.1 










































Tabl e 6 
Dm,l{down Data for Qb serv1Siion Wells 2l:OB-l and 23::0B-2 
( Used for application of the Jacob modification of �eis method) 
Date Bour Elapsed Drawdown . Water 
April , 1957 Kin . ft . Level 
Well 2z:Ol3-l ( r  � 14z .2•) 
5 1013 0 0 6555 .2 
llal 67 14.o 41.2 
ll57 104 16.s 3s .4 
1257 164 19.4  3�.s 11Kl7 234 21.2 3 .o 
1702 llo9 2�.4 31 .s 
1902 529 2 .3 30 .9 
2100 647 24.9 30 .3 
6 
2310 717 25 .3 29.9 
0104 891 25.6  29 .6 
0310 1017 25 .s 29 .4 
�4 
lJll 26.3 28.9 
l  l.721 26 .6 28 .6 
2105 2092 26. 6  28.6 
7 0303 245() 26. 6  28 .6 
0900 2807 26.9  2s .3 
1254 3041 27 .1 28 .l 
1903 3410 27 .2 28.0 
Well 23-0:S-2 ( r : 295') 
5 1013 0 0 6555.s 
1121 6s 7 .0 48.s 
1158 105 9.3 46.5 
1258 165 ll.6  44.2 
ii.cs 235 13 .2 42.6 
1705 412 15 .1 lfo.7 
1904 i� 15 .9 39.9 2102 16 .5 39 .3 
6 
2312 779 16 .9 3s.9 
0108 895 17 .1 3s .7 
031l 1020 17 .3 3s .5 
�� 
1373 17 .6 3s .2  
172� 17.9 37 .9 
1907 197 18.0 37 .s 
7 0110 2337 18 .0 37 .s 
0710 26
?7 
18.0 37 .s 
l� 31 7 18. 6  37.2 
1710 3297 18 .S 37 .0 
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When the Jacob modification was used, the :follow!� Talues were 
obtained: S = 10 x 10-5 and T ;  1623 gpd/ft.• for 2}-0l3-l . S • 7 .4 x 10-5 
and T • 1939 gpd./ ft, . * for 23-0:a-2 . The average Talues by this method 
are S = s .7 x 10-5 and � =  1777 gpd/ft .• 
From this data, the estimate of influx into the abaft was made . 
( 18 , p .  21) 
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